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adopted. For example, 94% of over-the-top (OTT)
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videos were compressed by MPEG codecs in 2018
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[2]. In July 2020, MPEG announced the completion
of the new Versatile Video Coding (VVC or H.266)
video codec. VVC generates an additional 50%
compression efficiency enhancement compared with
its predecessor HEVC [3].
With the finalization of the VVC standardization,
MPEG experts have started discussions about a new
video codec that takes advantage of Deep Neural
Network (DNN) technology. MPEG established an adhoc group to investigate the potential of DNN-based
Video Coding (DNNVC) at the 130th MPEG meeting
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2. Deep Neural Network based Video Compression
From the point of view of codec architecture, two
different approaches have been explored in DNNVC:
Hybrid block-based coding with DNN (or Hybrid
coding), and End to End learning based coding (or
End to End coding). In hybrid coding approaches,
DNNs replace existing encoding tools or are used
as optimization methods, thereby preserving
the architecture of a conventional hybrid blockbased video codec. On the other hand, in End to
End coding approaches, DNNs play major roles
in compression, thus the architectures are highly
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dependent on the DNN architecture and its usage. FIG. 1 and FIG. 2 illustrate representative architectures of
the hybrid coding and the End to End coding approaches.
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FIG. 1 Architecture of hybrid block-based coding with DNN
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FIG. 2 An example of the End to End learning based coding architecture (Neural Video Coding)

3. Hybrid block-based coding with DNN approaches
Conventional video codecs are based on hybrid block-based coding. Main encoding tools for hybrid
block-based coding include: partitioning frames into blocks, inter/intra prediction of the blocks to remove
spatial/temporal redundancies, lossy compression with transform/quantization based on the human visual
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system, and entropy coding to remove statistical
redundancy. In addition, in-loop filtering such as
deblocking and Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) filters
are used to reduce compression artifacts. In hybrid
coding approaches, DNNs are used for estimations
such as: intra/inter prediction and compression
artifact removal. In entropy coding, DNN is used
to predict probability (or possibility) of contexts
for Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding
(CABAC). FIG. 3 shows performance enhancements
with DNN based encoding tools compared with
HEVC [5]. DNN based Intra/Inter prediction and
entropy coding achieved an additional 3~5% bitrate
saving. Among the DNN based encoding tools, DNN
based in-loop filtering showed the highest coding
enhancements up to 8.6%, and the deeper network
showed a higher enhancement [5]. One of the hybrid
coding approaches named Deep Learning-based
Video Coding (DLVC) was proposed in the 122nd
MPEG meeting in 2018. DLVC added two deep
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based coding
tools on top of HEVC: a convolutional neural networkbased loop filter (CNNLF), and a convolutional neural
network-based block adaptive resolution coding
(CNN-BARC). DLVC showed a 33~39.6% coding
improvement compared with HEVC [7]. A second
hybrid coding approach with DNN was proposed by

Lu Yu in an MPEG 131 meeting [8]. Its aim is to improve
the accuracy of bi-prediction using CNN. This second
hybrid coding approach showed a 2.92~5.06% bit
saving compared with VVC, and it was also selected
as one of the winners for p-frame compression in the
CLIC 2020 hosted by CVPR 2020 [9].
4. End to End learning based coding approaches
Compared with the hybrid coding approaches, there
is no concrete consensus about a common End to
End learning based coding approach until now. But
most End to End learning based coding approaches
also try to remove spatial/temporal redundancy
and utilize lossy compression with quantization and
entropy coding like the hybrid coding approaches.
An End to End approach named NVC (Neural Video
Coding) was proposed in an MPEG 131 meeting in
2020 [10]. As seen in FIG 2, NVC comprises intra,
motion, and residual coding networks. In addition,
quantization and arithmetic coding is adopted with
a context prediction network (named hyper coder).
FIG. 4 shows that the NVC coding performance has
a better coding gain than HEVC [10]. A comparison
of NVC with VVC was not presented. However, it is
possible to compare the performance of the End to
End coding approaches with that of VVC from the
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FIG. 3 Performances of DNN encoding tools
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results of CLIC 2020. In CLIC 2020, 2 of 3 winners
of p-frame compression are End to End coding
approaches. They showed slightly better coding
efficiencies than VVC [11].
5. Activities and prospects for DNNVC ad-hoc group
in MPEG
The DNNVC ad-hoc group started in April 2020.
In July 2020, the main discussions in the ad-hoc
group were about test conditions for evaluation of
different proposals. In addition to the conventional
tests, training, and test environments of neural
networks were discussed. For example, in the MPEG
standardization, experimental results of proposals are
crosschecked by other experts. But the randomness
in DNN training, which is also being discussed, makes
this process difficult.
Another active discussion topic was about visual
quality metrics. The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR) and Multiscale Structural Similarity (MS-SSIM)
are widely used objective visual quality metrics.
But they show discrepancies with human perceived
visual quality. These discrepancies make it difficult
to compare coding performance between different
codecs. In addition, a precise perceptual visual
quality metric could help enhancing coding efficiency.
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About the architecture point of view, both of Hybrid
block-based coding with DNN (or Hybrid coding),
and End to End learning based coding (or End to End
coding) will be considered in the ad-hoc group.
6. Conclusion
Recent research showed that deep neural networkbased video compression is very promising. VVC
has just ended and so it will take time to finish next
generation video codec standardization. DNNVC
needs to be enhanced to outperform VVC with a
reasonable increase in computational complexity. For
each MPEG codec generation, coding efficiency has
been enhanced by more than 50%. DNNVC also has
to prove a similar achievement compared with VVC.
As mentioned, several DNN based encoding tools
were proposed but not accepted during VVC
standardization due to their high computational
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Especially in the case of DNNVC, a precise perceptual
visual quality metric could be important because it is
widely used as a loss function of the neural network.
Learning based visual quality metrics such as the
Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS)
metric was mentioned in the meeting as a candidate
for a visual quality metric [12].
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FIG. 4 NVC coding performance
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costs. Proponents were also concerned about
computational complexity, so they did not design
their networks deeply enough. This resulted in
marginal coding gain compared with non-DNN
based approaches at the time. The computational
complexity of DNN is still an important issue.
The winning codecs of CLIC 2020 are also
computationally expensive. Even considering
H/W advancements for DNN in the near future,
computational complexity will be an important
problem that should be overcome.
To succeed in DNNVC standardization, a
common codec architecture for DNNVC needs
to be considered. Even if DNNVC achieves great
performance, standardization will be difficult if
DNNVC cannot include various contributions in
one architecture. These topics are currently being
discussed in DNNVC ad-hoc group.

7. Acronyms
CLIC
CVPR
CABAC

Challenge of Learned Image

ILSVRC

ImageNet Challenge 		

Compression

ISO/IEC

International Organization for

Computer Vision and Pattern

Standardization/International

Recognition

Electrotechnical Commission

Context Adaptive Binary Arithmetic

LPIPS

Coding

Learned Perceptual Image Patch
Similarity

CNN

Convolutional Neural Network

AVC

MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding

CNN-BARC

Convolutional neural network-based

MPEG

Moving Picture Experts Group

block adaptive resolution coding

MS-SSIM

Multiscale Structural Similarity

Convultional neural network-based

NVC

Neural Video Coding

loop filter

PSNR

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio

DNNVC

DNN-based Video Coding

SAO

Sample Adaptive Offset

DLVC

Deep Learning-based Video Coding

TCSVT

Transactions on Circuits and Systems

DNN

Deep Neural Network

HEVC

High Efficiency Video Coding

CNNLF
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for Video Technology
VVC

Versatile Video Coding

OTT

Over-the-Top
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